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The post-postcolonial woman or child

Associate Dean for International Programs and Strategic Initiatives Diane Marie Amann examines who is the post-postcolonial woman or child and how international law should protect and empower her.

It’s time for postal banking

Associate Professor Mehrsa Baradaran explores the possibility of the U.S. Postal Service offering banking services to the unbanked population.

Is a tech audit in your future?

Information Technology Librarian Jason Tubinis explains how the Legal Tech Audit can give lawyers a competitive boost.
Burch receives one of the legal academy’s highest honors

Justice Thomas teaches at Georgia Law

Napolitano makes a case for public service

Yates confirmed as U.S. deputy attorney general

Law school receives $3.4 million from the estate of the late Gov. Sanders

Hirsch Hall Highlights

Georgia Law Review Symposium focuses on evolution of financial regulation

International Criminal Court prosecutor speaks on crimes against children in times of conflict

Faculty Accomplishments

Student Briefs

Alumni/Alumnae Activities

Announcing the Challenge Fund

Promote your law school by using #GeorgiaLaw
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